
Year 9: Professional Theatre 
Production Lesson 2 



Symbol Key 
When you see this symbol, it means you need 

to watch the video on the slide. 

When you see this symbol, it means you need 

to complete the practical creative task on the 

slide. 

When you see this symbol, it means you need

to complete the written task on the slide.

When you see this symbol, it means you need 

to read the information on the slide.



Learning Objectives

•I will explore Mickey and Edwards first 
interaction through exploration

•I will analyse how each character’s 
upbringing could impact their personality 

•I will be able to create a costume for a 
character 



Starter Activity- True or False

Read the following statements. Mark if you think the statement is true or false. 

Mrs Johnstone is employed by Mrs Lyons as her personal shopper    TRUE/FALSE

Mrs Lyons already has three children but would like another TRUE/FALSE

Mrs Lyons is desperate for a child of her own TRUE/FALSE

Mrs Johnstone is from a middle-class background and is therefore                                                       
well educated TRUE/FALSE

Mrs Lyons manipulates Mrs Johnstone to give her one of the twins and makes                              
her swear on the bible to make sure she does not tell anyone. TRUE/FALSE 

Mrs Johnstone is superstitious TRUE/FALSE



Starter Activity- True or False

Now check your answers
Mrs Johnstone is employed by Mrs Lyons as her personal shopper    TRUE/FALSE

Mrs Lyons already has three children but would like another TRUE/FALSE

Mrs Lyons is desperate for a child of her own TRUE/FALSE

Mrs Johnstone is from a middle-class background and is therefore                                                       
well educated TRUE/FALSE

Mrs Lyons manipulates Mrs Johnstone to give her one of the twins and makes                              
her swear on the bible to make sure she does not tell anyone. TRUE/FALSE 

Mrs Johnstone is superstitious TRUE/FALSE



Blood Brothers- The First Meeting
Watch the video and ask the following questions:

1. What is the difference between the way Mickey moves around the 
stage compared to Edward?

2. How do the actors use their vocal skills to demonstrate their 
characters age? 

3. What does Mickey ask Edward to do to become Blood Brothers?



Blood Brothers Film

Helpful Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvek0bj451Y

Watch from 31:20 to 40:40 

Watch the video and answer the questions in your booklet

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvek0bj451Y


Character Costume

Choose either Edward or Mickey, then draw a costume that you think 
would be appropriate for this scene.

Remember each character is from a different social class, this means the 
quality of their clothes as well as the way their clothes fit will be different.

For example, Mickey is working class, which means his Mum, Mrs 
Johnstone does not have a lot of money. Mickey’s clothes will be handed 
down from his brother Sammy and will most likely be too big for him. 
Whereas Edward is from a middle class family, who have money and can 
afford new clothes; because of this Edward is likely to have nice, new, 
clean clothes than fit him perfectly and are of a good quality.  



You have reached the end of 
todays Blended Learning Tasks

Well Done!


